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A MISUSED AND
MISUNDERSTOOD TERM

Have you heard about the AI-enabled toaster oven  ? While the initial
rollout has some issues, the promise is that for just $1,500, you too can have a
countertop oven that leverages cloud-based AI technologies to learn to cook
better. Not to help you to learn to cook better; the toaster supposedly uses AI
to help itself do a better job of managing time and temperature so it can more
efficiently and deliciously cook your food.
AI, or artificial intelligence, is a broad term. It’s increasingly used, misused,
and abused to describe nearly anything “advanced” software does.
The term has also been adopted by popular media and is strongly associated
with the future — with fantastical robots that will pamper us (The Jetsons);
kill us (Hal, in 2001, A Space Odyssey and Ava, in Ex Machina); or rule over us
(The Matrix).
Marketers and the media love to tout the AI-based capabilities of everything
from driving safety features on autos to your favorite food delivery app
predicting  what you’ll want to order next. AI-based algorithms at Amazon and
Netflix recommend content or consumer goods that you didn’t even know you
wanted.
The toaster oven is a great example of how everything is becoming AI-enabled.
While it might initially sound silly or unnecessary, consider this — how would
you like a future oven where you push a single button, and your food is cooked
exactly to your preferences? You may think you don’t want this, but think about
the microwave oven. Some people were initially wary, and others thought
they’d never want or use one. But today, nearly everyone has a microwave
oven in their home.

WHAT IS AI?
Though the buzz around AI seems contemporary, artificial intelligence has
its roots decades in the past. The term was coined at a 1956 conference at
the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence  . AI
pioneers John McCarthy  and Marvin Minsky  , defined AI as “the science
and engineering of making intelligent machines.”
ScienceDaily provides a more modern definition  , "The study and design
of intelligent agents.” It further defines an intelligent agent as “a system that
perceives its environment and takes actions which maximize its chances of
success.” AI might be a property of a machine or program, describing “the
intelligence that the system demonstrates,” according to ScienceDaily.
A more colloquial understanding of AI is that it refers to machines performing
tasks that require or use a human-like intelligence or that would otherwise
be performed by humans.

Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable
from magic.

– Arthur C. Clark

But what is AI, really? How is it being applied today to improve our ability
to teach, train, learn, change behavior, or improve workplace performance
and efficiency?

Therefore, AI is also a perception — something that couldn't be done by
machines yesterday, but, while still seeming miraculous, is possible today can
be considered AI. Until we are used to machines performing that task — then
we don’t think about it at all. Today, we take things for granted that decades
ago would be seen as impossible.

To understand how AI applies to Learning & Development (L&D), first we
should demystify some of the hype by understanding the fundamentals of AI.

Arthur C. Clark said it best: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.”
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WHAT IS AI?
AI is built on algorithms

An algorithm is a set of rules or a process that an AI-powered machine — or any
machine or human for that matter — uses to guide its performance of a task.
Imagine that you are creating a peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich (PBJ). An
algorithm is the recipe for making the sandwich (which, by the way, is far more
difficult and potentially funny  than you may think).
Anyone can take the recipe, follow the steps, and achieve a similar outcome.
You use algorithms every day, in pretty much every corner of your life. Some are
instinctive or automatic; others are the result of learning and practice. It’s how
you brush your teeth or drive a car.
We humans are always modifying the algorithms we use, based on the
outcomes we achieve and feedback we receive. If you make a PBJ for your child,
and they say that it has too much jelly, you will modify your algorithm in the
future (Jelly = Jelly - 1).

AI can become smarter over time

AI diverges from static algorithms when it uses a process called machine
learning. The AI takes in feedback, such as your child’s rating on various
factors of the PBJ, and uses that feedback to improve the algorithm.
However, for AI-based machine learning to be useful, it needs a ton of
data — not just from a single child, but from hundreds or, better yet,
thousands of children.

Then, our PBJ AI could determine that different groups of children
prefer different proportions of PB and J. The more data it has to draw
correlations from, the more it could discover. For instance, if it had more
detailed information about the children, it could discover that children
who liked a particular TV show also preferred a particular type of jelly.
Then, when a new child requested a PBJ (assuming the AI already had
some data on them), the PBJ AI would create a sandwich that would be
optimized for that particular child. That child’s rating on the PBJ would
then be added to the data set, improving the AI’s ability to optimize PBJ
for each child.
In this way, AI with machine learning is simply an advanced system that
processes large amounts of data, uncovers correlations within the data,
and uses those correlations to make predictions.

Computers and software work through algorithms as well. Program a
computer to do a task, and it will be able to do that task better and faster
than a human, but it will always execute that task in exactly the same way,
following the exact instructions in its code.
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Accurate, useful machine learning demands human input. The AI tool
needs feedback on the accuracy of its predictions. It can then use that
information to improve future predictions.
This is the process Netflix uses to provide recommendations  and how
Siri’s voice improves to sound more human  .
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WHAT IS AI?
Today’s AI versus Hollywood’s AI

Hollywood’s AI — WallE, C3PO, and the Terminator — is considered General
AI  . This is very much a Hollywood version of AI. While many companies
are working on technology that could become general AI, it does not
actually exist yet.

If it did exist, general AI, also called artificial general intelligence (AGI),
“broad AI” or “strong AI,” could (in theory) perform any intellectual task that
a human could, only faster and better. It could become self-aware, driven by
emotions — and conscious.
And, if general AI did exist, there would be many reasons  to be concerned
about its impact on humanity.
Today’s AI, which each one of us uses every day, is considered Narrow AI.
Narrow AI, also called artificial narrow intelligence or ANI, or “weak” AI,
is exactly what it sounds like: Software that is really good at a certain
narrowly defined task.
Any software that seems to be demonstrating the intelligence of a human is,
in reality, just a collection of programs that are each very good at processing
data, finding patterns, and making predictions.
Whether it is Watson winning Jeopardy  in 2011, Google’s AlphaGo 
beating Go world champion Ke Jie in 2017, or Alexa understanding your
voice, AI today illustrates the huge variety of ways that narrow AI affects our
lives through modern technology and automation.
Narrow AI does not think for itself or feel. It is not self-reflective. It possesses
nothing even close to the multifaceted complexity of human intelligence.
It simply follows one or more algorithms — sets of instructions programmed
into the tool — and does its single job more quickly, more efficiently, or on a
much larger scale than a human could.
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For an entertaining and informative read
on the impact of AGI, and how soon it can
be achieved, we recommend Tim Urban’s
essay on The AI Revolution  .
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Common AI used in
eLearning tools

Each of the following AI-based technologies is
widely available from companies such as Amazon
(AWS), Google (GCP), IBM (Watson), and Microsoft
(Azure). Using them within software platforms
is easy and straightforward, which is why they
are becoming commonplace on many platforms,
including digital learning platforms you might use
every day. Each example described here has many
uses outside of L&D, of course, but this paper
focuses on eLearning-related applications of AI
technology.

Recommending content

AI can generate content recommendations, such as recommending a training
course that similar learners — those in the same job role or enrolled in the
same courses, for example — have also completed. The AI may learn how to
create better recommendations through analyzing quantitative factors, such
as completion rates or quiz scores, or qualitative factors, such as ratings.

Auto-tagging content

Tagging content is useful in helping learners find and explore content libraries.
Auto-tagging works by analyzing content and mapping it to specific tags or
categories. Input from a human who rates the quality of tagging or changes
inaccurate tags can help the AI learn how to generate better tags.

Audio transcription

Automatic transcription of uploaded audio or video files is useful in a number
of ways, including facilitating “deep search” of content. This allows a search to
look through the full transcript of a video, not just the title.
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Multilingual translation

Multilingual translation is an arduous, painstaking process. Sophisticated
machine learning algorithms, in a process called neural machine translation ,
not only simplify the translation process but increasingly produce naturalsounding translations that are closer to the way people use the language in
everyday conversation.
Microlearning platforms such as OttoLearn make extensive use of AI-based
multilingual translation to speed up content creation.
And in settings where people who don’t have a common language must
communicate, new tools are facilitating near real-time translation between two
languages, allowing for greater information sharing, mentoring, and instruction.

Text to speech

The ability to automatically generate narration from text is becoming
commonplace. Authoring tools such as Storyline and SmarterU LMS's content
builder has the ability to auto-generate narration in a variety of “voices.” This can
either be used as the final narration within a training course or serve as temporary
narration while content is finalized and then replaced with a recorded narration.
Automatically generated speech eliminates one of the largest issues with recorded
narration — the cost and logistics of re-recording course narrations when content
is updated — which often slows down eLearning production and makes revisions
far more time consuming and costly.

Grammar and spell check

The technology that allows for spelling and grammar checking, first used in
word processing packages like MS Word and Google Docs, is now part of most
text-creation or editing software. While early versions of these tools relied strictly
on algorithms, new versions use machine-learning-driven AI; some can even
learn a writer’s style and adjust their suggestions accordingly. Learners with
dyslexia , as well as those unfamiliar with the language, use these tools to
improve their writing.
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Uncommon AI that is starting
to appear in L&D tools

This section introduces AI-based technologies that are not yet common in
corporate L&D use but are emerging. Some of these technologies are already
used by HR or marketing professionals or in academic settings. Look for
these technologies to appear in your eLearning tools in the years ahead.

Grading written answers

Machine grading of standardized multiple-choice tests has been around since
the 1930s  . Attempts to create AI tools that automatically grade written
responses, such as short answers or essays, are more of a challenge.

These programs, trained in pattern recognition, are easy to game, favor highly
formulaic writing, and face the same problems of bias that plague much AI
technology. Even so, K-12 education  has widely adopted robo-grading of
essays, and the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) uses machine grading as
well, though with some human backup.
Work continues on these and other AI tools, with the hope of improving
their accuracy and ability to spot phony content. But, since good writing
does not follow a predictable format and is highly dependent on both the
individual author’s voice and the context and purpose of the written piece,
evaluating writing is one of many human tasks that are extremely challenging
to automate.

Describing images

Google Chrome  and Facebook  incorporate facial recognition and other
machine-learning tools to automatically create text descriptions of images.
These tools are currently very basic, describing, say, an image of a dog playing
with a tennis ball in a grassy yard simply as “dog.” The lack of context and
detail limits their utility — at the moment.
Like all AI-based tools, they will improve over time and with more use and
feedback. And, for blind learners, knowing that an image of a dog is on a
page of content, while lacking detail and context, is an improvement over not
knowing there’s an image at all.
A future direction for this technology is automatically generating descriptions
of video, as well as of still images. This technology is still in development  .
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Generation of content and assessment questions

Emerging AI that could have future
applications in eLearning

AI tools create short content  from data sets or summarize long content.
Journalists use these tools to generate articles from sports and financial
data. The content is formulaic and simple but accurate; the tools also assist
journalists in analysis of data and detection of anomalies.

The full impact of AI on L&D is still hard to imagine, as most eLearning
has yet to even fully exploit the AI technologies that are commonplace in
marketing, consumer products, and customer service.

Similar uses in education and corporate training are easy to imagine, creating
short summaries to introduce long eLearning courses, for example, or pulling
out snippets of content to turn into microlearning lessons.

In the next sections, we describe emerging and evolving technologies that
our resident futurist, co-author Dan Belhassen, believes will soon have a
significant impact on eLearning.

Tools such as Quizbot  and Quillionz  use similar technology to generate
quiz questions from written content.

Proactive training interventions

Use of predictive analytics to map employee skills

Predictive analytics uses machine learning to analyze vast data sets, identify
patterns, and use those patterns to predict future behavior or results.
Employers already use these technologies to predict which applicants will be
most successful in the workplace. (This is a potentially dangerous practice
considering the biases baked into many AI  tools.) Marketing professionals
use these technologies to turn data on consumer behavior into predictions that
they use to position their products more successfully.
Developers of eLearning are starting to use predictive analytics to improve
training content. For example:
• Examining data on a learner’s training history and performance and
using it to identify the likely skills and competencies of each employee —
and their potential skills gaps
• Monitoring employee or customer communications to identify
common questions and problems, and using that data to create
relevant training content
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Products on the market today claim to use high-powered data analysis
to identify patterns that could indicate employee dissatisfaction or stress,
signal noncompliance, or point to employee overload.
A potential future use of these technologies, along with predictive analytics
algorithms, could lead to proactive training interventions targeted to
individual employees. This could entail monitoring employees’ efforts as
well as their productivity and results and creating targeted training to help
them work more effectively, rather than simply “working hard.”

Detecting disengagement

Many AI-based tools measure employee engagement  — time spent on
learning, for example. Adding sophisticated tools to detect the exact point
where learners or employees disengage would be extremely valuable.
Mapping training engagement data to employee performance or turnover
could help companies predict — and head off — worker disengagement. This
might be accomplished with training or with changes to the work role or the
organization itself. Employee turnover is costly; predicting which employees
are close to leaving in time to intervene could benefit both the workers and
the organizations.
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Predicting employee job success

Companies invest heavily in recruiting and onboarding new employees, yet
one in three hires leaves within two years  , according to HR Dive. Using AI
to analyze training data from previous employees could detect correlations
between longevity and specific behaviors during onboarding. This in turn could
help companies reduce costly turnover or allow them to perform interventions
to enable new employees to succeed.

Exam proctoring  using facial recognition, movement tracking, and
behavioral biometrics is an emerging application for AI technology. Future
evolution could lead to analysis of learners’ facial expressions as they
engage with training. This could provide insights into areas that learners
find confusing, frustrating, or otherwise unclear; it could also signal waning
engagement and provide other information that could enable developers to
evaluate and improve training.

Sentiment Analysis

Analysis of sentiments expressed in verbal content, such as phone conversations,
online chats, and emails, is often used in customer service and marketing.
Sentiment analysis uses natural language processing (NLP), text analysis, and
potentially biometric feedback and analysis of facial expressions to attempt to
identify and classify the emotions of the person being analyzed.
Sentiment analysis can be applied to written or recorded content or in real
time, for example on phone calls between a customer and a call-center staffer.
Intention analysis uses similar AI technologies to identify the intentions of the
writer or speaker. Attempts to glean information about people’s emotions by
analyzing facial expressions use emerging technologies that have encountered
many challenges  .
However, as these technologies improve, their L&D uses could include analyzing
written feedback  on eLearning materials and using learner comments to
improve training or to suggest training based on analysis of internal chats
among learners or conversations between learners and customers.

Facial recognition and expression analysis

Just as AI-based tools use NLP and other technologies to attempt to identify
sentiments expressed in oral or written communications, other technologies
are looking at facial-recognition technologies to prevent cheating in online
learning and exams and to attempt to discern sentiments.
COP YR IG H T © 20 20 NE O V A TION C ORPORA TION
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Validating assessments

Data already gathered by some eLearning platforms as well as emerging AI
tools could enable L&D to develop better training and to evaluate existing
training and assessments.

For example, if significant numbers of learners take longer to answer a specific
question, or many high performers miss the same question, that provides
valuable feedback to the training administrators. AI tools can gather and
analyze this type of data from learner pools that include tens of thousands of
learners — and they can do it faster and more accurately than humans could.
Through that analysis, they could determine which assessment questions
are inaccurate or misleading, further improving the training and assessment
quality and value. The AI analysis could even examine the content and the
assessment to validate that all content is addressed fully and accurately by
the assessment.

Intelligent Virtual Agents

Still in their infancy, conversational AI agents or “intelligent agents” could
transform training.
The crude virtual assistants and virtual coaches, working from scripts and
templates, that role-play in scenario-based learning or answer common
questions via chat show the limits of today’s technology.
Despite these limitations, humans have turned out to be ready and willing
to treat bots as if they are human (or canine  ), even though they are not
especially realistic. Robot “companions”  already keep seniors company and
entertain children  . Schoolchildren were eager to engage voluntarily with
QuizBot  , a somewhat intelligent agent / virtual coach. They spent more time
studying and remembered more content than children who used flash cards.
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As the quality of natural language generation improves  , virtual agents
will move off script and engage in more natural conversations with learners.
These new “intelligent” agents will enable realistic simulations for scenariobased and immersive learning and provide deeper coaching help for learners
reviewing and mastering complex content. Intelligent agents will bring us one
large step closer to the humanlike AI-bots of science fiction:
• Conversational virtual coaches could free learners to ask questions and
try things and make mistakes that they would be embarrassed to do with
another human present.
• On-demand virtual coaches could appear as augmented reality (AR)
overlays providing in-the-workflow guidance.

Dynamic Immersive Simulations

Immersive learning and immersive simulations are already changing the way
much training takes place. Large organizations including the NFL, Walmart,
FedEx, and more have adopted immersive virtual reality (VR) simulations for
their training in a big way:
• The NFL uses virtual reality simulators to enable players to repeatedly
practice  key plays with almost no risk of injury. The repetitive practice
builds muscle memory and makes desired responses almost automatic.
• Walmart uses VR simulations to train  seasonal staff ahead of Black
Friday. The trainees experience a realistic simulation of the crowds, the
energy — and the stress — of the actual Black Friday store experience.
This is not a situation that Walmart can re-create in any medium other
than VR, and many of their staff members are newly hired or seasonal
employees who have not worked a Black Friday before.
Not all immersive simulations use VR; and VR simulations are not, of course, AI.
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HOW AI IS AFFECTING LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
However, in the future, AI and VR are likely to cross paths — causing both to
evolve in new directions. Some ways this could affect L&D include:
• Using AI within VR to create realistic, dynamic characters that speak in
more lifelike ways would add realism to scenarios and make the training
far more flexible.
• Similarly, using AI to generate environments and characters that appear
and move in more lifelike ways would increase the realism of immersive
games and simulations.
• Learning games that incorporate machine learning and adaptive
algorithms could adjust as players learn and advance, including dynamic
character development and changes in the content and challenges
learners face based on their performance and feedback. These games
would offer a unique, targeted experience to each learner.

Dynamic Virtual Worlds

Longtime L&D practitioners might remember when “Second Life” was
predicted to transform learning by allowing learners to participate in classes
in a virtual world. Universities built virtual campuses in Second Life, and
hundreds of thousands of people created avatars and used virtual money to
buy and build virtual homes and businesses … and then interest faded. There
were several reasons, among them the slow computers of the early 2000s,
which made virtual worlds glitchy. VR didn’t take off then, either.

What’s keeping VR from taking L&D by storm
now, in 2020, isn’t the technology —
processing power is substantially
better than it was in 2006, at
Second Life’s peak. It’s the
cost of developing realistic
environments and avatars
and outfitting employees
with high-quality VR
headsets and other
equipment. And these
costs are dropping
rapidly; ready-made
environments are becoming
better and more easily
available. This could lead to
dramatic changes for eLearning
in the not-too-distant future.

Second Life had no real purpose; it was a world shaped by its users, who
mostly used it to create fantasy versions of their actual lives. The current
surge of virtual reality is different in that individual products are emerging,
each with a specific purpose. A game. A Black Friday simulation. A training
module that helps people experience discrimination or harassment or
poor customer service — and learn what to do or not do to create better
experiences in the real world.
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A MOVING TARGET: AI WILL CONTINUE TO CHANGE ELEARNING
Today’s AI doesn’t yet resemble the human-like robots of science fiction.
Even so, narrow AI has already brought changes to the way we create,
improve, engage with, and evaluate learning that would have been
impossible to imagine only a decade ago.
Do you use or create adaptive training? Enlist the aid of automatic tagging
or a recommendations engine? Use an online tool to create transcripts or
closed captions for your video content? Some of the AI-based tools you’re
using today might look quite simplistic in as little as a year.
What’s safe to say now is that AI will — might already — help you
accomplish more in less time. Use of AI in L&D will evolve, possibly so
slowly and naturally that you won’t even notice the changes as they occur.
The pace of change and its unpredictability underscore the challenge in
anticipating how future technologies will shape us and our eLearning.
We’ll update this paper periodically to point out changes, whether the
result of slow evolution or dramatic leaps, that illustrate the growing use
of AI in eLearning.
Meanwhile, we hope that this guide helps you to better understand what
your tools are really delivering, enabling you to see through the hype
while appreciating the value of advanced AI technologies.

Use of AI in L&D will evolve,
possibly so slowly and naturally
that you won’t even notice the
changes as they occur.
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AI in eLearning 2020: Demystifying Artificial Intelligence
and Its Impact on Digital Learning is brought to you by
Neovation Learning Solutions  .
Neovation’s products utilize several AI technologies to
drive core features.

About SmarterU LMS

SmarterU  is our fully-featured SCORM-compliant
Learning Management System. In addition to delivering
state-of-the-art eLearning, SmarterU enables training
administrators to manage instructor-led training
delivered in person or via webinar.

About OttoLearn

The OttoLearn  Agile Microlearning platform is
mobile-first and desktop friendly. OttoLearn delivers
2-minute “Mastery Moments” targeted to each learner,
to identify and eliminate knowledge gaps and build
long-term knowledge retention.

